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We consider left termination of queries to logic programs ��Apt��� DSD���	
 The general ap�
proach to proving termination is by showing that during the evaluation of a given program� there
is a sequence of terms� such that the size of these terms is decreasing
 Usually� orders induced by
de�ning linear norms on terms ��UvG� Pl�u��� LS��� CT���	 are su�cient for showing termina�
tion
 However� in some cases� termination cannot be shown using a linear norm
 Two examples
are given below


�
 Consider the program for repeated derivations with a query that is symbolically represented
in the form d�Expression� Derivative�� where the �rst argument is ground


d�der�t	� �	�

d�der�A	� �	��number�A	�

d�der�X� Y	� DX� DY	��d�der�X	� DX	� d�der�Y	�DY	�

d�der�X � Y	� X � DY� Y � DX	��d�der�X	� DX	� d�der�Y	�DY	�

d�der�der�X		� DDX	��d�der�X	� DX	�d�der�DX	�DDX	�

�
 Consider McCarthy�s �� function �Knu��� with the query mc carthy ���Argument� Value��
where the �rst argument is an integer


mc carthy ���X� Y	 �� X � ���� Y is X� ���

mc carthy ���X� Y	 �� X �� ���� Z� is X� ���

mc carthy ���Z�� Z�	� mc carthy ���Z�� Y	�

For programs� such as repetitive derivations� we can show termination by considering recursively

de�nable sizes� i
e
� the size of a term depends only on its functor and the sizes of its arguments

These recursively de�nable sizes� which are not necessarily numerical� are a proper extension of the
sizes induced by linear norms
 For instance� the depth of a term is a recursively de�nable size� but
it cannot be expressed by any linear norm
 Norms that are based on recursively de�nable sizes can
be incorporated into the framework of TermiLog and similar systems �LSS��� CT���


For programs� such as McCarthy�s �� function� termination depends on arithmetic calculations�
and showing termination is di�cult� since the usual order for the integers is not well�founded
 For
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such programs� we have developed the following method for showing termination� First� we deduce
automatically a �nite abstract domain representing the integers� For example� the integer abstrac�
tions for the �� function consists of the following intervals� fX � 	�� 	� � X � �

� X � �

g�
Using this abstraction� we can apply an abstract interpretation to infer a �nite number of atoms
abstracting answers of the program� These abstract atoms serve as a basis for extending the
technique of the query�mapping pairs �LS��� Speci�cally� for each query�mapping pair that is sus�
pected of expressing a non�terminating behavior� we guess a bounded integer�valued termination
function� If� while traversing the pair� the termination function decreases monotonically� termi�
nation is shown� In our approach� it is su�cient to guess a simple termination function for each
suspicious query�mapping pair� and that gives our approach an edge over the classical approach
of using a single termination function� which inevitably has to be more complicated and is harder
to guess automatically� Thus� our approach of combining a �nite abstraction of the integers with
the technique of the query�mapping pairs is essentially capable of dividing a termination proof into
several cases� such that a simple termination function su�ces for each case� and the whole pro�
cess of proving termination can be done automatically in the framework of TermiLog and similar
systems �LSS��� CT���
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